Welcome to animate!

Session Titles

This Facilitator Guide will help you make the most out of
the videos and the Journal. As you prepare to dive into this
session, keep these things in mind:
• You know your group best. Adjust the activities as
		 needed based on the interests, questions, and
		 background of group members.
• Get ready for creativity. The Journal is meant to
		 be a right brain experience. Think of the animate
		 experience as a journey through the content with
		 many stopping points based on the questions,
		 wonderings, and interests of the group.
• You don’t have to know everything. As a facilitator,
		 you don’t have to be the expert, or even agree with
		 everything the speakers say. Be ready to spark
		 conversation and see where this takes the group
		 as you explore these ideas together.
• Social media can help. Think of ways to use social
		 media and other online tools to keep the conversation
		 going. How about a Facebook group, a Twitter
		 hashtag, or posts on Instagram or Pinterest?

God | FAITH IS A QUEST

Session Flow Ideas
To get each session started, try this structure:
• Recap previous animate sessions or other learning
		experiences.
• Update the group on any between-session
		 reflections or research.
• Explore the content on the first Journal spread.
• View the video.
• Dive into the rest of the Journal content together.

Religion | Spirituality Is Not Enough
Jesus | The Revolution of Love
Salvation | Abundant Life Now
Cross | Where God Is
Bible | A Book Like No Other
Church | An Imperfect Family

Icon Watch

Look for these icons that guide you in activities.
—	Group Activities with questions designed
to help animate conversation.
—	Introductory and out-going thoughts
to set-up the session and to keep
interactions going between sessions.
—	Leader Tips: ideas to help facilitators
	facilitate.
—	Factoids: informational tidbits to
spice up the conversation.
—	Quotes from the video and elsewhere
to get folks thinking.
— 	Footnotes: extra background material
to make you sound even smarter.

For Best Results

• Reproduce the Facilitator Guide in landscape format on 11x17 paper.
• Reproduce the Journal pages in landscape format on 8.5x11 paper.
• For both resources, use a color copier.

god
god

||

faith is a quest
faith is a quest
brian mclaren
brian mclaren

How are you embarked on a journey of
seeking for God and keeping the quest alive?
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Welcome to Animate! You’re about to embark on a journey of faith with the help of seven
gifted and unique twenty-first century theologians. First up, Brian McLaren exposes
our inability to fully comprehend God. He reveals the dangers of our suppositions and
helps us to plot a course between them as we continue our quest for and with God.

Play some music

that gets people thinking outside the box
about God such as “Magnificent” by U2
or the hymn “Immortal, Invisible, God Only
Wise.” Set the room with widely differing
images of God. Encourage group members
to consider these images as they arrive.

brian mclaren Grabbed
the attention of
disenchanted christians
With his book A New Kind
of Christian (2001). later,
in 2005, he Was named
one of time magazine’s
25 most influential
evanGelicals in america.
brian’s influence has
been the result of his
Willingness to admit
that he isn’t alWays
sure about his faith
and that he usually
has far more questions
than ansWers.

Animate is all about

having animated conversations about
faith. If this is the first time your group
has met, begin with an icebreaker game
or a question everyone can answer
about him or herself. As the sense of
community develops people will feel free to
be themselves.

more brian trivia;
+ brian Was a colleGe english
professor When he and his Wife
started a church in their livinG room.
+

that church became cedar ridge
community church and brian Was
their pastor for nearly 20 years.

+

lives on marco island in florida
Where he raises dozens of exotic
tortoises in his backyard

+

released an album of original music
called “learning hoW to love” in 1978.

+

ba and ma in enGlish from
university of maryland

What images
of God have
you let Go of?

What images of
God resonate
With you?

brian’s books:

Brian McLaren has been
a source of inspiration for
“disenchanted Christians.” Read through
his bio and the quote together.
• When have you felt “disenchanted” with
your faith? What brought you back?
• An old English mapmaker penned the phrase
“here be dragons” at the edges of the known
world. When it comes to God—what enchants
you most, the known or the unknown?
• Read Isaiah 55 together then ask:
What can you know about God?
What remains unknown?

+

a neW kind of christian

+

a Generous orthodoxy

+

everything must change

+

naked spirituality
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Invite people to share images
and pictures of God they’ve seen
throughout their lives. Out loud or in their
Journals, have them describe or sketch their
own thoughts about how they picture God.
Encourage your group to come up with their own
picture of God without regard for a “right” answer.
Brian confesses that sometimes he feels like an
atheist when he hears other people talk about God.
• What confessions could you make
about your beliefs about God?
• How has your image of God changed
and developed throughout your life?
• What images of God have you let go of?
• What images of God
resonate with you?
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Scattered throughout this
Brian McLaren is one of the
unofficial founders of what has
become the Emerging Church, a
movement of churches that has
vitalized American Christianity
during the 1990s and 2000s by taking
the post-modern world seriously
as they imagine God and church.

Eddie Gibbs and Ryan Bolger hoped to define the movement in their book, Emerging Churches: Creating Christian Community in Postmodern
Cultures (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2005). A notorious critique of Brian McLaren’s way of thinking of God is D. A. Carson’s
Becoming Conversant with the Emerging Church (Grand Rapids, Mich: Zondervan, 2005).
Scot McKnight breaks through stereotypes in his article, “Five Streams of the Emerging Church: Key elements of the most controversial and
misunderstood movement in the church today,” Christianity Today, Feb 2007. (http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2007/february/11.35.html)

session is art that’s suggestive of things needed
to repair a sailing vessel, even while underway
if need be. More than just keeping Christianity
afloat, Brian has given his life to helping
Christians reach beyond the horizons of what
they’ve always believed about their faith.

Where do we get our God? Here’s a study of how young children “inherit” their view of God from their context:
“Young Children’s Descriptions of God: Influences of parents’ and teachers’ God concepts and religious denomination
of schools,” in Journal of Beliefs & Values: Studies in Religion & Education, Vol 22, Issue 1, 2001.
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“If fortress people reduce God to concrete facts, cloud

“The idea of the trinity, so central to traditional Christian

people reduce God to foggy opinions. If fortress people

understandings of God, takes a great deal of imagination.

turn faith into a vicious fight about who’s more right,
cloud people reduce faith to a kind of inconsequential

Through history, people have used images like three dancers
moving in a circle, or three leaves of a clover, or three states

leisure activity, like doing crossword puzzles or collecting

of water to try to convey that one God can exist in three

refrigerator magnets or being wine connoisseurs.”

persons or that three persons can constitute one God.”

“IN
IN OUr EfFoRtS To MAKe SeNsE Of GoD,
GoD
BrIAN SUgGesT tHAt WE HAVe PUsHED
OUrSeLVes OnTo tWO ISlANDs
ISlANDs:

It will always help you to watch

the video once or twice in advance to develop your own
thoughts and questions. As you listen to Brian, consider
your group’s theological range. Will any feel like the villains
in Brian’s presentation? Position Brian (as well as the other
animate theologians throughout this course) as a helpful
contributor to your conversation but not as the last word.

On oNe
oNe, WE GAtHeR ArOUnD AN IMAgE Of GoD
AS A FoRtrEsS
FoRtrEsS, OUr StReNgTH AnD SHIeLD
SHIeLD.
RoCK—SoLID,
GoD IS OUr RoCK
RoCK—SoLID
SoLID,
SoLID UNCHAnGIng,
UNCHAnGIng StEADY.
StEADY
On THe OtHEr
OtHEr, WE FInD OUrSeLVes HOVeRInG
ARoUND A FlOAtINg CAStLe On A CLoUD,
CLoUD WHEre GoD
IS FoGgY AND SpECUlATIVe
SpECUlATIVe. GoD IS EVeRYWHerE
AND nOWHeRe.
nOWHeRe GoD IS UNKnOWAbLe,
UNKnOWAbLe MYsTICAl,
MYsTICAl
EXpeRIeNCe.””
AND FAr OUtSIDe Of HUMAn EXpeRIeNCe.
EXpeRIeNCe

Watch the video together.
• What inspired you in
the video? What challenged
you? What concerned you?
• When have you been able to relate
to Brian’s frustration: that the God
he hears about from some Christians
is NOT a God he believes in?
• Do you feel more like a Fortress
of Certainty person or a Castle
of Opinions person?
Describe.

THe tRInITY IS A GrEAt eXAMpLe Of HoW
COmPlICATeD It CAN Be To ANsWEr THe QUEsTIoN
“WHO
WHO IS GoD?
GoD?”
THe DOCtRInE Of THe tRInITY ISn’T
ISn T ReALlY IN THe
BIbLe THeRe WE FInD THe SeEDs IF THIs IDEA
BIbLe—THeRe
IDEA. BUt
EArLY CHRIsTIAnS NeEDeD WAYS To tALK ABoUT
GoD BeINg THe BAbY IN THe MAnGeR
MAnGeR, THe BrEAtH
Of LIfE
LIfE, AND THe CReATor Of THe UNIVeRsE
UNIVeRsE.
BY THe 5TH CEntURY
CEntURY, WE HAD A DOCtRInE Of THe
TrINItY, BUt IT’S
TrINItY
IT S A COnCEpT MAnY Of US sTIlL HAVE
A HARD TImE UNDeRsTAnDINg
UNDeRsTAnDINg.
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Brian helps us map our theological
territory by providing two extremes—absolute
certainty and total relativism. In their Journals,
have group members mark where their beliefs lie
between the islands. Perhaps they’re solidly on one
side or another. Perhaps they’ve gone back and forth
throughout their lives. Perhaps they’re stuck on the
island in the middle or even sailing off into the horizon.
• What are the benefits of having beliefs about God
that are absolutely certain? What are the drawbacks?
• What are the benefits and drawbacks of having
beliefs that are entirely relative and theoretical?
• Where did you mark yourself
on this spread? Why?

In the video Brian uses the
doctrine of the Trinity as an example of
how complicated it can be to answer the
question, “Who is God?” Invite group members
to write the three persons of the Trinity at
the points of the symbol in their Journals.
• How does this symbol represent how
the Trinity is interconnected?
• How have you pictured the Trinity?
• What does the Trinity tell you
about the nature of God?
• Can either castle claim that doctrine
as its own? Why or why not?
• How would you describe to someone
unfamiliar with the Trinity how
God is three AND one?

god: faith is a quest | brian mclaren
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Neo-atheist writers like Sam Harris,
Richard Dawkins, and Christopher
Hitchens have attacked belief in
God on the grounds that it is not
compatible with science and a modern
world-view; and that religious
people make the world worse.

Brian says that he feels like an
atheist when he hears how some
Christians describe God. (See the quote
on the previous spread.) Bring in the atheist
experience by engaging the ideas of people
who do not believe in a god of any kind.
• What arguments have you heard
against the existence of God?
• How do you react to those arguments?
• How do you process these ideas within
your own beliefs about God?
• What argument would you make
for the existence of God?

Sam Harris, The End of Faith: Religion, Terror, and the Future of Reason (New York: Norton, 2004); Richard Dawkins, The God
Delusion (New York: Houghton-Mifflin, 2006); Christopher Hitchens, God Is Not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything (New
York: Hachette, 2007).
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Apophatic Theology (also known as the
via negativa ) understands God through
the subtraction of images. In Brian’s
words, “God can never be reduced to
images or contained by words.”

Walk through the images of God
in the Journal under “kataphasis.” Have
group members mark or cross out the
images they see and don’t see in their view
of God. Then talk about the theological nonnegotiables in your group. Invite group members
to share one image, idea, or view of God that
they won’t concede. For example, “I can flex on
a whole lots of things, but God as parent is
most important to me.” Have a volunteer
write these non-negotiables on chart
paper. Talk about how those different
ideas can co-exist and work
together in one faith.

Have your group critique
the claims they made
when talking about their
kataphatic views of God.
• How do your images fall
short of the actual God?
• How do ALL images fall short?
• How does it help to know
God is beyond your human
imagination?

“For we explain not what God
is but candidly confess that
we have not exact knowledge
concerning Him. For in what
concerns God to confess our
ignorance is the best knowledge.”
(Saint Cyril of Jerusalem, in his
Catechetical Homilies)

Kataphatic Theology seeks to understand God
using familiar images as metaphors. In Brian’s
words, “Our images and words really can
help us to conceive of and relate to God.”

This would be a good time

to introduce Bible study tools like printed or online
concordances, which are helpful in finding where
exactly God is referred to as a “mother bear” for
example. Note: Not all the images on this page are
Biblical images.
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What sketches don’t seem to
fit on this page? If you’re thinking
the coil of line and the cleat, then
maybe the group ought to think again.
• What’s the purpose of these
items, nautically speaking?
• How does that fit in with your
conversation about the images of God?
• Hebrews 6:19 uses similar imagery
when describing what it’s like
to “look behind the curtain”
between us and God.

“When we hold these two traditions in proper balance,
we keep seeking God, reaching out to God, and relating
to God, always remembering that God can never be
fully grasped in hand or captured in a box or stuffed
into the hip pocket of our tiny little minds.”

god: faith is a quest | brian mclaren
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Try the kataphatic-apophatic
balance Brian suggests in the
video. Look up the image of the nursing
mother God in Isaiah 49:13-16.
• How does this metaphor help you
understand and connect with God?
• What are the metaphor’s limitations?
Next, follow Brian’s lead: “[The insight of Apophatic
Theology] means that reverent loving silence is
sometimes the most eloquent form of theology.”
Take a moment for meditation. Consider lighting
a candle as a focal point for your group.
• What did you discover in the silence?
• How has the indescribable God
appeared in your life?

Members of your group could

use this same approach on their own between sessions. On
the kataphatic side, have them choose an image of God to do
more research on, then report to the group by way of social
networking or when the group comes back together. On the
apophatic side, encourage them to make time for silence and
meditation, emptying their mind to quest for God.

Contemporary theologians reflect on apophasis in, Silence and the Word: Negative Theology and Incarnation, ed. Davies and
Turner (Cambridge Press, 2002).
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Take two minutes to brainstorm
some faith practices members of your
group have engaged. Have a volunteer
write them on an enlarged version of
the chart in the Journal. Mark practices
as being more apophatic or kataphatic.
• How do your faith practices
reveal how we view God?
• How do your faith practices contribute
to our faith as a quest?
• How do you use your faith practices and
other faith encounters to navigate
between your kataphatic and
apophatic self?

“Sometimes I have experienced God in extraordinary
ways—in dramatic surprises or soul-expanding
insights or unexplainable mystical encounters.
More often, I have felts God’s reality in the
simple encouragement of a friend, in the gentle
inspiration of a sermon, or in the familiar ritual
of the Eucharist. And I’d be less than honest if I
didn’t also say that at times, I’ve found myself in
the spiritual doldrums, cast adrift, wondering if
the wind would ever blow again.”

“In between these extremes, the rest of us need a
third alternative. We don’t want faith to be a fight,
and we don’t want faith to be a fog. We want our
faith to be a quest: a quest for God, and with God.”
The long title of Brian’s book reveals a lot:
A Generous Orthodoxy: Why I Am a Missional,
Evangelical, Post/Protestant, Liberal/Conservative,
Mystical/Poetic, Biblical, Charismatic/Contemplative,
Fundamentalist/Calvinist, Anabaptist/Anglican,
Methodist, Catholic, Green, Incarnational, Depressedyet-Hopeful, Emergent, Unfinished CHRISTIAN
(Minneapolis, Minn: Youth Specialties Books, 2004).

Have the group play with the chart. What
course has their faith been on? Where would they
draw dragons and other navigational hazards? Is it
clear sailing with God for them, or has their faith been
close to shipwreck a time or two? Perhaps they could even
mark some things on the map that they treasure about God.
Display the extended title
of A Generous Orthodoxy
so everyone can read it.
• How can a person be all those things?
• What does it look like to be a Liberal/
Conservative? Depressed-yet-Hopeful?
• To unpack the term “unfinished,”
read Philippians 1:6 and 2:1213 together. How is God
at work in you?

14
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Select a few of the following scriptures and talk about how
they serve as buoys or lighthouses along our faith quests.
Kataphatic Scriptures: Father (The Lord’s Prayer in Matthew 6:9),
a vintner (Isaiah 5:1-35); a husband (Jeremiah 3:31-34); a king
(Revelation 4:1-11), a hen (Luke 13:34), and shepherd (Psalm 23).

Consider the American political scene,
where each party has a passionate
and certain (and often extreme)
“base.” Churches have that dynamic,
too. In his ministry, Brian has hoped
to defy that stereotype and bring
opposites together by marrying
generosity with orthodoxy.

Apophatic Scriptures: Romans 11:3336, 1 Timothy 6:16; John 1:18.
Encourage members to share others that
have offered significant guidance for
their voyage to and with God.
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Brian’s words steer us away
from passive, disinterested,
academic theorizing.
• If you “are embarked,” what is at
stake in your quest for God?
• How important has your relationship
with God been to you?
• Are you comfortable with that level of
value? How would you work to change it?
• Sketch or describe your
thoughts in your Journal.

“Which do you see as the greater danger in today’s
world and in your own life: faith as an embattled
fortress or faith as a castle up in the clouds?”

A more physical way to open this
conversation is actually to put two stones
(or things that looks like stones) out in the room
representing Scylla and Charybdis. Picture one as a
lock-down fortress and the other as an airy castle. Have
your group walk the path toward or between these rocks.
Then picture the other Scylla and Charybdis
dynamics of your experienced faith life.
• What are the rocks we steer between?
Are there other dangers?
• Is there anything that has helped
or can help us steer clear?
• Whether you are talking a car or a ship, it’s a lot
easier to steer if you don’t look right in front
of you. What’s on the horizon of your
quest? Is God calling you toward
some new direction?

“The great French philosopher Blaise Pascal
said it simply and well: ‘We are embarked.’ In
other words, we aren’t just theorizing about a
hypothetical journey or planning a potential
voyage for someday in the future. We are
already at sea, actually underway, in a wild
adventure of sun and sea and tide.”

Homer mythologized two navigational hazards,
a whirlpool and rocky shoals on either side
of the strait between Italy and the island of
Sicily, as a pair of sea monsters through which
Odysseus had to pass on his quest. Over time the
Latin proverb, incidit in scyllam cupiens vitare
charybdim (he runs on Scylla, wishing to avoid
Charybdis), spun-off English variations like
“between a rock and a hard place” and “between
the devil and the deep blue sea”—all of which
serve to illustrate a difficult, if not impossible,
choice. But is crashing into one or being capsized
by the other the only course for Christians
when it comes to questing for and with God?
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Brian’s picture of faith as a quest has good
company. Some of the most famous writings in
Christian history feature dramatic journeys.
Dante’s Divine Comedy and John Bunyan’s
Pilgrim’s Progress are two classics.

god: faith is a quest | brian mclaren
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Discuss Brian’s question.
Then picture the blessed space
between. Work together to build a
devotional practice based on the quest
for life “in between the extremes.” Plan
the way a person might come before God
in both an image-rich and a humble,
image-shedding practice. What habits
of devotion would help us steer
between the two rocks into
that blessed quest Brian
describes?

Before close your first session together, ask questions about today’s experience with
Animate. Build your next session based on group feedback. Remind the group to explore
their Journals in the time between now and your next session. What parts of the
Journal did you spend lots of time discussing? What parts were simply touched upon?
Encourage members to go deeper and share their findings the next time you gather.

Both Dante’s Divine Comedy and Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress can be accessed free of charge on the Gutenberg Project website. (Gutenberg.org)
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